Severity of bulimia nervosa. Measurement and classification into health or pathology.
In order to identify the most important components of the severity of bulimia nervosa (as well as identifying clinical cases), we explored the relation between dimensional and categorical assessment. This was achieved by studying the performance of variables from standard instruments (measuring specific and general psychopathology) in predicting an expert rating of overall syndrome severity. In total, 213 cases were selected (across the whole range of severity). We applied regression with optimal scaling to model nonlinear relations in the data, and the lasso method with bootstrapping for predictor selection. The best model contained 2 scales of the Eating Disorders Inventory ('bulimia' and 'drive for thinness') and the frequency of the binges. The sensitivity and specificity of case classification using the obtained model was determined. The model can predict the probability of being a clinical case at a rate of 88%. The presented statistical methods are innovative and promising approaches that can help researchers and clinicians to better define sets of variables for treatment evaluation and outcome studies. The results indicate that severity and outcome in bulimia nervosa should be determined by measuring both cognitive and behavioral aspects of the symptoms.